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Abstract: - In software testing, maintenance and design skill education static analysis approaches are effective
and fundamental to improving software quality and productivity. We can assess program qualities of
correctness and traceability through analyzing program codes. This paper proposes a method for formalizing
program structure by representing it in the form of regular expressions, where these are derived from a
program by representing its scheme non-deterministically. The major feature of the method is to provide
conversion formulae for representing the structures with compulsive controls, when it is well known that
well-structured controls can be easily represented as regular expressions. It also discusses a way of applying
the abilities to detect problems by using two program examples that have appeared in published books.
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1 Introduction
In software development and education static analy-
sis technology is an effective method of showing the
correctness of logic and the traceability of the speci-
fications in programs by analyzing program code.

As an approach to this problem we focus on the idea
that a program is concerned not with code meanings
(semantics) but with code sequences. We propose an
idea of program structure, that is non-deterministic
and basically represents the scheme of the program
by neglecting every proposition in the selections and
the iterations, and by removing all constructs which
compose the mechanisms which become deterministic
by all the propositions.

The program structure means the maximum frame-
work of the program which is specified by the mecha-
nisms. Different programs could be derived by apply-
ing different mechanisms to one program structure.
Since the description level is higher in the abstract
form than in code, it becomes close to the specifica-
tions, and is effective for analyzing the traceability of
programs to their specifications and checking logics
for them. In the analysis, the original structure needs
to be transformed in order to compare and check the
similarities or differences among the original and the
transformed one, and to show the transforming pro-
cess and the results.

Since a structure represented in regular expressions
can be definitely described in an algebraic fashion, it
is effective to illustrate the relationships among the
structures in equations.

A similar idea with program structure and
formalization was proposed by M.A.Jackson and
J.W.Hughes. M.A.Jackson proposed a program de-
sign method by which programs can basically be
formed through input and output data structures[2].
J.W.Hughes formalized Jackson’s method by includ-
ing definitions of both input and output data struc-
tures as labeled trees and showed the correspondence
between them on a generalized sequential machine.

However, Jackson’s method and its formalization is
concerned with showing the traceability of the speci-
fication from the input to the output data structures,
not to the program. In static program analysis for
checking specification traceability, an approach would
be required for formalizing not only the data struc-
tures but also the program structures.

This paper proposes a method for formalizing the
program structure in a program using regular expres-
sions. The method includes a structure with compul-
sive controls such as RETURNs and BREAKs, along
with ones without them (well-structured). It also
presents examples of practical applications that in-
clude analyzing traceability to improve them accord-
ing to the results, and in discussing problems includ-
ing errors in a program.

2 Formalization of Program Structure
2.1 Basic Idea
A program structure is derived from a program by
neglecting any kind of proposition in it[3]. If a pro-
gram is well-structured, regular expressions can be
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applied to represent the program construct sequence
with three kinds of constructs, in which the concate-
nations are represented by ·(AND), the selections by
+(OR), and the iterations by Kleene closures (∗,+ ).

Some program constructs could have relations to
others in a program context. In this case, a program
does not always keep the context in it in handling
equations regularly. To resolve the problem of con-
text linkages, the concept of ’ the program struc-
ture and the program mechanism’ have been
introduced[3]. The structure is non-deterministic in
expressing the frame of a program, while the mecha-
nism puts a constraint on the production of a specific
program from a structure. In other words, a program
consists of two parts; the structure and the mecha-
nism. Formalization of the regular expressions can
be applied to the program structure alone, due to its
being non-deterministic. A program structure can be
identified from a program by removing the mecha-
nisms and constructing program constructs.

2.2 Conversion Formulae for Compulsive
Constructs

Compulsive controls of the RETURN constructs in a
function and the BREAK constructs in an iteration
construct can be used for specific controls even in a
well-structured program. It is useful to describe di-
rectly such structures as with compulsive constructs.
We show the formulae for converting regular expres-
sions with RETURNs and/or BREAKs to regular
ones (without them).

1) RETURNs:

Let the symbol # represent a RETURN construct
in a program structure. Other program constructs
are represented by alphabetic characters. A program
structure can be represented by a set of words (the
sequence of variables including the # symbol).

The set R is introduced, whose element is a word
including #.

Σ0 = {alphabetic character} ,Σ1 = Σ0 ∪ {#}
R ≡ {x ∈ Σ∗

1|W ∗⇒ x}

,where W is a symbol given in the following produc-
tion rule.

W → f |f#W, f ∈ Σ∗
0

Now, p ∈ R can be seen as a list as follows;

p = ((f)|(f,#, f, · · · ,#, f)) = ((fE)|(fR,#, f0))

,where fE ≡ (f),fR ≡ (f),f0 ≡ (f,#, f, · · · ,#, f))

The meaning of RETURNs in a function can be
interpreted to neglect the sublist that starts with the
first # symbol in a list. The car() function for a list
can be applied to represent the RETURN context.

car(p) = fE |fR

This can be expressed in a regular expression and sim-
plified in form. In the program context, the function
car() can be omitted. The RETURN construct con-
version formula is as follows;

p = fE + fR (1)

2) Pre-tested iteration with BREAK:

It is well known that iterations with BREAK con-
structs can be converted into ones without them. The
BREAK construct conversion formula for a pre-tested
iteration can be developed using an idea similar to the
RETURN case, as BREAKs terminates an iteration.
Let the symbol � represent a BREAK construct. The
formula derived is as follows;

f = (fE + fB�f0)∗ = (fE)∗ + (fE)∗fB (2)

where, fE ⊆ Σ∗
0, fB ⊆ Σ∗

0, f0 ⊆ Σ∗
2,Σ2 = Σ0 ∪ {�}

3) Post-tested iteration with BREAK:

f = (fE + fB�f0)+ = (fE)+ + (fE)∗fB (3)

4) Continuous iteration with BREAK:

A continuous iteration can be converted into a regular
one, if they have some BREAK constructs. Let the
symbol ∞ represent a continuous iteration instead of
∗ or +. The conversion formula is as follows;

f = (fE + fB�f0)∞ = (fE)∗fB (4)

2.3 Compulsive Control Conversion Exam-
ple

It is possible for both RETURN(#) and BREAK(�)
to exist in a regular expression. In this case, all # in
an iteration must be replaced with the symbol con-
catenation of #� at any nested level.

Figure1 shows the program with a RETURN con-
struct and a BREAK construct in an HCP1 chart.
This program source code appeared in a book on
JavaScript2 . Program structure of this sample can
be lead to the following regular expression.

S = (a(b# + ε)c(ε� + ε))∗

1ISO8631
2Danny Goodman, ”Danny Goodman’s JavaScript Hand-

book” John Wiley & Sons, 1996
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Figure 1: Example program with
RETURN and BREAK in HCP

Figure 2: A rewrit-
ten regular struc-
ture in HCP

S can be developed by interpreting # as #� in an
iteration.

S = (a(b# + ε)c(ε� + ε))∗

= (a(b#� + ε)c(ε� + ε))∗

Conversion formula(2) has been developed to lead to
the following equation.

S = (a(b#� + ε)c(ε� + ε))∗

= (ac)∗(ε + ab + ac)
= (ac)∗(ε + ab) (5)

Figure2 could be rewritten from the structure of equa-
tion (5) by applying appropriate mechanisms.

3 Traceability Analysis Example
In testing, maintenance and design skill education it
is important to know how programs have been im-
plemented to reflect their specifications (traceability).
The program structure formalizing method permits to
analyze traceability, as it provides a program scheme
in regular expressions that enables exact and easy
handling. It can also be applied to programs in an
object-oriented language. In this case, the formaliza-
tion should be applicable to class methods.

We introduce a class method as an example of ana-
lyzing traceability. This is a play game class method
for the breakout game which program in C++ ap-
pearing in a book3.

1) Program structure formalizing

The following equation is the structure from which the
code in Figure3 derived by excluding mechanisms.

SP = ab∗(cd(ef((ε + g) + ε)(h� + ε))∞)∗ (6)
3Richard C. Lee, William M. Tepfenhart, ”UML and C++ A

Practical Guide to Object-oriented Development,” PRENTICE
HALL, PP.419, 1997

Figure 3: game play() method

where, the variables a,b,c,d,e,f ,g,h are specified in
Figure3.

Equation (6) applied to conversion formula (4)
leads to the following.

SP = ab∗(cd(e(fg + f))+h)∗ (7)

2) Specification formalizing

The specifications for the class method shown in Fig-
ure4 give the following regular expression.

The system for the example specifies the two ob-
jects of a ball and a brick wall.

The operations for them specify the system status.
The specifications for the system then can be con-
sidered as a sequential machine with the alphabet of
the operations. The machine is shown in Figure4 in
a state transition diagram. The diagram leads to the
following regular expression.

Bc((B0 + (B10 + B20)(Re + ReRc))((B0)∗

+((B10 + B20)(Re + ReRc))∗)BeBc)∗(B0 + (B10

+B20)(Re + ReRc))((B0)∗ + ((B10 + B20)(Re

+ReRc))∗)BeBn (8)

,where the variables Bc,Be,B10,B20,B0,Rc,Re and Bn

are specified in the Figure4 (2).
Equation (7) can be developed as follows;

SP = ab∗(cd(e(fg + f))+h)∗

= ab∗c(d(e(f(g + ε)))d(e(f(g + ε)))∗hc)∗d
(e(f(g + ε)))d(e(f(g + ε)))∗h (9)
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Figure 4: Specifications of breakout game

This shows the traceability analysis between equation
(8) and equation (9). By observing e(f(g + ε)) in
equation (9) it can be discovered that the f construct
corresponds to B10, B20, and B0 and it can be iden-
tified that the move() method in the f construct is
implemented in polymorphism.

Correspondences of equation (8) to equation (9) are
listed in Table 1 which identifies how the program
structure is reflected in its specifications in the equa-
tions.

Table
1. Correspondences the structure to the specifications

Specifications(8) Program structure(9)
Bc c

(B0)∗, ((B10 + B20)Re)∗ f
Rc g
Be h

4 Traceability Improvement Example
We can analyze traceability not only as shown in chap-
ter 3, but also identify some difficulties, including er-
rors, and improve traceability as well. To show these
we introduce an example of a procedure that converts
and arranges the command line from a full line ap-
pearing in the book4.

Figure6 shows an HCP chart which has been rewrit-
ten from the pseudo code given in Figure5. Although

4Ali Behforooz, Frederick J. Hudson, ”Software Engineering
Fundamentals,” Oxford University Press, Cp.11, PP.345, 1996.

the input command line syntax is not clearly specified
even in the header comment part of Figure5, an inter-
pretation of the code in constructing the Is command
flag-mechanism leads to the input syntax. It can be
clarified by adding the following specifications inter-
preted from the code and the comments in Figure7.

Figure 5: Pseudo code of the Read Command Line()

Let a command line be specified as a character string
on the alphabet {B,C} with the following syntax,
where B is a blank character and C is any charac-
ter except a blank.

L ≡ B∗C+(B+C∗)∗ (10)

The structure of the procedure in Figure5 can be
shown in the following equation derived by excluding
mechanisms.

P ≡ g∗(g(h + ε)(ik + ε)(m + ε))∗(k + ε)n (11)

where the variables g,h,i,k,m,n are specified in Fig-
ure5.

1)Command head character problem

There are two problems. Firstly there is the possi-
bility of not reading any first character in an input
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Figure 6: Read Command Line() in HCP

1) An input has more than one character exclud-
ing an empty file and the lines have no char-
acter.

2) When the condition ’not more characters on
the line’ is true, a flag (such as an empty input
flag) is set to ’on’.

3) The command-word length is in the range of 1
to 8.

Figure 7: Specifications for the
Read Command Line()

except a blank, if the pseudo code ’while leading char-
acter is blank’ is conditioned in the ’Ch == ” ”’. The
term g∗ in equation (11) could not be implemented
because g is concerned with the context of the itera-
tion. The proposition of the iteration depends on the
processing of g. The implementation logic of this pro-
gram is g+ because checking the proposition occurs
after the g construct (read a character).

We must assume ’Set Ch to blank’ is an initialized
value of Ch, or change the iteration type to a post-
tested one. In any case g∗ in equation (11) should be
changed to g+.

To clarify the discussion a variable α ≡ (h+ε)(ik+
ε)(m + ε) is introduced.

P ′ ≡ g+(gα)∗(k + ε)n (12)

Secondly it is possible to discover the lack of a com-
mand head character by observing g in equation (12).
The term g+(g(α))∗ means that there is the possibil-
ity of overwriting a head character with a second. The
structure should be modified, such as the following, to
correct the error.

P ′′ = g+(αg)∗α(k + ε)n

2)Placement of ’ $ ’ problem

We now observe the ’$’ placement processing. The
placement is determined by the program constructs
concerned with the variable I in the P ′′ structure. It
can identify the constructs m,k, and n. These con-
structs are included in the following structure by ne-
glecting program constructs unrelated to them.

(km)∗(ε + k)n = ((km)∗ + (km)∗k)n

k in (km)∗ is redundant, as the m∗ provides the incre-
ment to I. (km)∗ in (km)∗k is similarly redundant.
k in (ik + ε) can be omitted to give (i + ε).

3)Traceability analysis

To discover what specifications lead to the program
structure, how the input specifications are reflected
on it (traceability) are analyzed.

The following equations can be introduced after
correcting the two problems ((1) and (2) above).

P ′′′ = g+(α′(ε� + ε)g)∞(k + ε)n

,where α′ ≡ (h + ε)(i + ε)(m + ε)
Applying the conversion formula (4) to P ′′′ leads to

the following.

P ′′′ = g∗(gα′)+(k + ε)n

Namely,

= g∗(g(h + ε)(i + ε)(m + ε))+(k + ε)n

Replacement of the following variables is introduced
to simplify the discussion.

v = h + ε, b = ε + i + m, c = im, f = (k + ε)n

P ′′′ = g∗(gvb + gvc)(gvb + gvc)∗f (13)

Equation (10) can be converted as follows;

L ≡ B∗C+(B+C∗)∗

= B∗C(C∗)∗(B+(C∗)∗)∗

= B∗C(C∗ + B+)∗

= B∗C(C + B)∗ (14)

Table 2 shows the correspondences by comparing
equation (14) and equation (13). It is concluded that
the construction basis of the program structure de-
pends on the input string specifications extended from
the original C∗(B+C∗)∗ to (C + B)∗.
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Table 2.Correspondences of the structure to the specifications
Specifications(14) Program structure(13) Description

B∗ g∗

C gvb + gvc for first character of the command
C gvc for other characters of the command

and other characters except blank
B gvb

4)Traceability improvement

Next, we try to arrange the program structure to im-
prove traceability, and to check whether it is possible
to implement a program from an arranged structure,
since it is important to keep traceability for main-
tainance.

It is more natural to compose a structure to follow
the word, not character sequence in the specifications.
Program sub-structures can be considered to be com-
posed of a command word, other words (such as pa-
rameters or switches), and blank strings. The word
sequence is specified as follows;

SBSC(SBSP )∗

SC : command word processing
SP : word except command processing
SB : blank processing

A structure P ′′′′ following the word sequence is intro-
duced as follows;

P ′′′′ = SB1SC(SB2SP )∗P$

This requires two types of blank string B1 and B2. B1

is the leading input line, B2 exists between SC and SP

or among SP s. P$ is a construct for ’$’ placement.
The above words can be processed with program

constructs in P ′′′ as follows;

SB1 = (b1g)+ , b1 is the process for leading

blank characters(= ε)
SC = ((h + ε)mg)+i

SP = ((h + ε)mg)∗

SB2 = (b1g)∗

P$ = (k + ε)n

Eventually,

P ′′′′ = (b1g)+((h + ε)mg)+i((b1g)∗((h
+ε)mg)∗)∗(k + ε)n (15)

If a program can be implemented to P ′′′′, this means
there would be an improvement in traceability. It is
not difficult to write a program with the above struc-
ture. The traceability of this one has been improved
by comparing with the original.

5 Concluding Remarks
A method that permits the formalization of pro-
gram structures in regular expressions which repre-
sent the non-deterministic scheme of a program as
well-structured, along with compulsive controls such
as RETURN constructs in a function and BREAK
constructs in any type of iteration, has been proposed.

Also presented is an application of the method to
sample programs appearing in books which has made
it clear that it has effective application in practical
fields. These are to analyze program traceability; that
is to explain how the program structures in a program
reflect the specifications, to improve traceability mod-
ifying structures to follow the specifications, and to
discover and discuss difficulties in a program, includ-
ing errors.
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